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Cycles of large-scale disturbance 

SEB:  Fade and Revival 

NEB:  Expansion event 

NTB:  Jet outbreak 

STB:  (Structured sectors) 

EZ:     Coloration 

The NTB, NEB, and SEB cycles appear different but all: 

--recur at periodic intervals of 3-5 years; 

--involve vigorous convective outbreaks,  

--leading to darkening (cloud clearance) of a latitude band; 

--may be accompanied by EZ coloration. 



North Temperate Domain: 

NTBs jet outbreaks (NTB Revivals): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Occurring every ~5 years since 2007.  Last in 2016. 

NTB:  Jet outbreak 



Aftermath of the NTB jet outbreak in 2016-17 (JunoCam images) 





A new NTBs jet outbreak is likely because 

(i) they typically recur at 5-year intervals; 

(ii) the NTB is now faded; 

(iii) the jet has recovered to an intermediate  speed. 

-->  Expect a new NTBs jet outbreak in 2021. 



North Tropical Domain: 

NEB expansion events: 

Typically occur every 3-5 years.  Most recently: 

(1) late 2015—early 2016; but stalled & regressed; 

(2) early 2017: rapid & complete. 

Accompanied by methane-dark waves throughout, which became 

impressive visible waves in 2017-18.  

Sequels = appearance of barges & AWOs.... 

NEB 



North Tropical Domain: 

NEB expansion events: 

 

The belt has now retreated again. 

A new expansion event could begin in the next 2 years, 

or the series may have finished.  

NEB 



Equatorial Zone: 

Coloration event [& 5-um clearance] --  

The most intense since 1989-91.   Previous intense episodes 

like this one have lasted between ~2.5 and 5 years. 

This episode began in spring, 2018.  Maximal in 2019.   

Possibly starting to fade?   



South Tropical Domain: 

SEB Fade/Revival? --  

The last was in 2010.  SEB is unusual at present:  

N is partly whitened, but S shows normal convective and jet activity.   

No sign of a new Fade but it could develop with only a few months warning.   

2019 August 8-9            Map by Rob Bullen (JUPOS team) from images by 4 observers   

SEB 



South Tropical Domain: 

SEB Fade/Revival? --  
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South Temperate Domain: 

STB structured sectors.....  

STB Ghost collided with oval BA in 2018; now a dark segment. 

STB Spectre is now passing GRS, v. elongated & low-contrast;         

it will catch up with the dark segment f. oval BA in 2020 (April-May?). 

A new structured sector is expected.... 

2019 August 8-9            Map by Rob Bullen (JUPOS team) from images by 4 observers   

STB Spectre                                  Dark sector   BA                 Streaks             







The STB Spectre, now ~85 deg long, passing the GRS 

  



/ Bjorn Jonsson 

Will a new 

structured 

segment 

appear?  



South Temperate Domain: 

STB structured sectors:  

STB Spectre will catch up with the dark segment f. oval BA in 2020 

(April-May?) & may transform turbulently into a dark STB segment. 

A new structured sector is expected. 

2019 August 8-9            Map by Rob Bullen (JUPOS team) from images by 4 observers   

STB Spectre                                  Dark sector   BA                 Streaks             



The End 






